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The Institute of Freshwater Fisheries has been involved in

tbe testing of a resistivity counter. Tbe counter sensor i8 a mat
I

which can be placed directly on the river bed, needing no supporting

structures. Calibration tests, which have been. conducted during

the last two seasons,have not yet been satisfactorily concluded.

Data obtained on diurnal activity using the counter showed that

the salmon migrated during the hours between sunset and sunrise.

Introduction

One of the objectives of the UUDP-supported program at the

Institute of Freshwater Fisheries was to establlsh a rational

salmon management program in Iceland. A detailed study was. made

of the Elli5a River and a stock-recruitment curve developed for

that river (Eiriksdottir, 1974, Mundy, 1975). This was possible

as records on catch and escapement are available for the Elli6a

River for the last 40 years. However for all other Icelandic

rivers few records exist for escapement, although catch records

have been collected by the Institute for up to 30 years. In an

effort to close this gap in our data base thc Institute has been

involved in the test ing and calibrat ion of aresist ivity fish counter

designed by an electronics firm in Reykjav!k, Rafagnat~kni
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(Electronics) sf. This counter has already been installed in

several salmon streams in Iceland. Although lack of calibration

has decreased the value of the data obtained so far~ some interesting

data on diurnal activity of salmon have been obtained.

Methods and Results

A. The Counter.

The counter sensor is of a linear resistive type consisting

of a submerged "mat" of wire s stretched acros s the river bed.' The,

wires are supported and kept apart by plastic pipes (Fig. 1). Each

sensor unit is 10 m wide and about 1.5 m long (the dimensions refer

to the river). Several units can be connected to cover a r±ver of

over 10 m in width. This simple type of sensor 1s most suitable

for rivers without a fishladder or weir t where tube-sensors cannot

be used.

Optimal water velocity has been considered 0.5-1.5 rn/i and

optimal water depth between 0.4 and 0.8 m.

The counter can be energized from a conventional 12 V storage

battery that will last up to one month between recharging. The

electronic circuits contain a compensating feature for surface

wave-motion in addition to automatie balancing to compensate for

4t stream conductivity changes.

The output from the counter is printed on paper strip ,arid

the recorded data have the following form:

Hourly printout:

Day of month - Hour - Total count - =
Printout upon activation:

Minute - Second - Period - Signal strength -tlHark".

The counter is an up-down counter and the hourly printout

shows the difference between the recorded up and down 'counts.

~eriod i5 the passage of time in units of 0.5 s. Signal strength

is an arbitrary number. The "mark" printout can be of foul' differen'

types i.e. in addition to plus and minus, which indicate an upstream

or downstream count t it is possible to distinguish ~n 'approach :e±ther
. I
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to the upstream or downstream e1ectrode, although both e1ectrodes

are not crossed.

B. Calibration.

The counter was placed in the

within the Reykjav!k City Limits.
I

counter against which the electronic counter ~as to be tested.

During the 1975 season the ~ounter was placed 400-500 m be10w the

weir. At thistime the counter did not inc1ude the printer, and a

pen recorder was used. It was impossible to distinguisb tbe

direction of movement on the record. The'results are represented

as weekly :oll~ulative run (Fig.2) and show how tbe electronic

counter registered a higher count at all times. This trend

inc~eased as the summer·wor~·. on.

:At the start of the 1976 seuson the'~~unte~ mat was moved up

above the weir, within 20 m of it. The printing unit was in use

through~out the summer. The run was not monitored continuoU~ly

until after August 10. After this time, until the end of the

angling season on September 9, the weir trap was closed four days

a week. While the weir was closed all the fisb were counted dai1y

and most re1eased above the weir.The electronic count compa~ed

favorably with the number of fish released above the weir on these

days (Table 1). However, during the periods when the trap was open,

the comparison was not as good between the two counters. Comparison

of the number of fish in the trap during the days it was closed,

with the number shown on the mecbanical counter, indicated that the

mechanica1 counter was fau1ty.

Therefore, at the end of two seasons, a1though favorable data

had been obtained during 1976, the resistivity counter had

not yet been satisfactorily tested.

C. Diurnal Activity.

The counter records the time of each signal, :.m~ki?g it

possible to study the diurnal activity of the fish in the river.

During the 1975 season the migration in the Elliöa River was

m6nitored continuously from Ju1y 1 to Septembe~ 8. The counts

were summarized over each weekly period (Fig.3).. The salmon moved
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mainly at night with maximum activity occurring just after sunset.

In July, the peak month, when there are no darkness hours in

Reykjavik, there was some activity during the day, with a maximum

at midnight. During August and September the fish were hardly

active at all ~xcept between sunset and sunrise. Although con

tinuous monitoring was not achieved in Elliöa River in 1976, a similar

diurhal pattern was uvident (Fig. 4), as it was in another Icelandic

stream monitored, Grimsa.

The diurnal activity is related to light intensity. Huntsman

(1948) reported that in the MargareeRiver salmon ran chiefly

for an hour after dusk in shallow water. Stewart (1973)found

salmon activity was greater during darkness hours in rivers monitored

in Lancashire.

Discussion

Resistivity counters have been in use in the U.K. since the

1950~s (Vibert, 1967, Hellawell, 1973). Hellawell (1973) tested

an open channel resistivity counter using phot0ghraphic recording

and estimated that salmon caused 95% of the counts.

Most Icelandic streams have low conductivity(Table 2) : making

them suitable for use of a resistivity counter. The mat counter

has already been installed in six Icelandic streams in West Iceland

as weIl as several tube-counters in fishladders .. The mat counter ha~

the advantage of-not'n~eding a supporting structure. Two years

experience with the Icelandic mat counter have indicated some of

the problems involved in the use of this type of counter:

1. The effectof dense runs of salmon. Hellawell (1973)

found no photographic evidence of simultaneous pass~ge of salmon

over the counter electrodes. However, data gathered in the last

two years show that the salmon in the Elliöa River, and probably

most Icelandic streams, migrate in dense runs during the night

(Fig.3). Up to100 signals have been recorded in one hour. The

sensor mat can be up to 10 m in width and it cannot be ignored that

a number of fish may pass over at short intervals. There is

a "dead tl time following each count, ~he counter will distunguish

between fish that pass over 1-2 seconds apart.
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2.

not swim

pattern.

slow.

Swimming behavior. False counts may arise if the fish do

straight over the mat, but hesitate or swim in a zig-zag

This seems to occur especially where stream flow is very

•

3. Wandering. In late summar and autumn there is the

problem of wandering within the stream. The data from the

Elli6a River show that there i5 an increase in the total activity

recorded by the counter, although migration of fish into the stream

is decreasing. This increases considerably the chance of false

counts and the error in the summed total.·
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Tab1e one. Resu1ts of calibrat.ion .exper.iments..in .E11i6a .River..1976.

Date Trap
Hand

counted
Mech •.

counter
E1ectr. Difference

Released .... counter ., Diff. Diff./No.count

6-9.8 Open 47 78 -31 .66

10-13.8 Closed 87 134 60 57 +3 .05
I

14-16.8 Open 158 77 +81 .51

17-20.8 C10sed 89 93 59 71 -12 .• 20

21-13.8 Open 40 55 -15 .38

24-27.8 C10sed 182 132 126 115 +11 .09

31.8-3.9 C10sed 45 38 29 63 -34 1.17

4.-6.9 Open 42 87 -42 1.00• 7-9.9 C10sed 3 2 1 14 -13 13.00

Table two, Conductivity (micros~emens/cm V.2S'C} of a few

Icelandic Rivers •..

River Conductivity
Range-over

..... ~2'mQnth~ sampled

E11i6a River 1 78,9

2 91.5

• Varma 214.2*

Sog 78.7

Bruara 67,6

Tungufljot 53.'6

Fossa 84.5

'Hv!ta (Gu11foss} 70.6

Stor.a-Laxa 71.3

I>j6rsa (Urri6afoss) 88.7

Ölfusa (Se1foss) 75.6

~ Varma is a river fed by a hot-spring.

178.0 ... 278.5

74.4- 83.6

63.8- 72.0

47.7.·- 61.3

68.2-111.1

63.6- 79~5

56.6"';'· 95.4

75.0-108.4

69.1- 83.4
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Figure 1. >"".~ Diagram of counter and mat

(trom Krlstinsson 1976)
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